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HIGHLIGHTS 

· Cetyltriethylammonium bromide (CTEAB) and Vitamin E self-assemble in 

TRIS/HCl buffer solutions into nanoemulsion composed of CTEAB micelles 

(that can incorporate Vitamin E) as well as larger Vitamin E droplets. 

· CTEAB-Vitamin E nanoemulsion interacts with plasmid DNA pBR322 and the 

gradual DNA compaction followed by gradual DNA decompaction for increasing 

CTEAB-Vitamin E amounts have been highlighted. 

· UVA irradiation induces photooxidation of DNA on the formulated CTEAB-

Vitamin E-DNA lipoplex and underlines the pro-oxidant role of the Vitamin E in 

this self-assembled system. 
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T/& %0#:; <"=#%&% "> the photosensitization of DNA in nanoemulsion-type systems �4 

=">0c?>?>@ Vitamin E under UVA radiation. Cetyltriethylammonium bromide (CTEAB) �5 

%#s<c=0c>0 Bc% first combined with Vitamin E to form a CTEGH-Vitamin E nano&e#$%?">�6 

0" ="et$&I the plasmid pBR322, in TRIS/HCl buffer. The self-organization properties �7 

"< 0/& CTEGH-Vitamin E system were studied by complementary physico-chemical �8 

=/csc=0&s?Kc0?">% L0&>%?"e&0s;M t;s&>& <$#"s?e&0s; c>: %=c00&s?>@ &It&s?e&>0%NO It �9 

<"se&: a nanoemulsion composed of CTEAB micelles (that can incorporate Vitamin  ! 
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QR SU VWXX SU XSYZWY Vitamin E droplets. This nanoemulsion was then contacted with P[ 

\]^ S_` abW YWUdXaf_Z gormulated CTEAB-Vitamin E-DNA lipoplex was irradiated under PP 

hij klmnlonpq ruvwwx qyz. The pYWUence of Vitamin E generated a significant 23 

enhancement of the DNA photodamage as shown by agarose gel electrophoresis and 24 

quantified by photodensitometry. It underlines the pro-oxidant role of the Vitamin E in 25 

this self-assembled system. A mechanistic study based on the use of specific {| 

}~�vengers reveals that ��� }������ ������ �} ��}���}���� for the UVA DNA 27 

photooxidation in the CTEAB-Vitamin E-DNA lipoplex.  {� 

{� 

�������� �� 
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�� Introduction �� 

 ¡¢ £¢¤¢¥¦§¨¢©ª ¦« ¬¡¢¨¬®¥ models capable of preventing highly mutagenic �¯ 

¥¢°¦©° ©£±¬¢£ ²³ ´µ ¶®£®ª¦© ° ® ¨®·¦¶ ª¡¢¶®§¢±ª¬ ¬¡®¥¥¢©¸¢ © ª¡¢ «¢¥£ ¦« ¦©¬¦¥¦¸³�¹ 

®©£ more particularly in the field of prevention. The design of alternative systems to �º 

§¶¦ª¢ct people from these lesions is therefore a real challenge.  �» 

¼¢®¬ª¤¢ ¦½³¸¢© °§¢¬¢° ¾¼¿ÀÁ ®¶¢ §¢¶¨®©¢©ª¥³ ¸¢©¢¶®ª¢£Â ª¶®©°«¦¶¨¢£, and �Ã 

¬¦©°±¨¢£ in all living organisms due to metabolic and biochemical reactions as well �Ä 

®° ¢½ª¢¶©®¥ «®¬ª¦¶°Å  ¡¢°¢ °§¢¬¢° ®¶¢ ¶¢°§¦©°²¥¢Â £¶¢¬ª¥³ ¦¶ ©£¶¢¬ª¥³Â for many ¯Æ 

¦½£®ª¤¢ £®¨®¸¢ ®ª ª¡¢ ¨¦¥¢¬±¥®¶ ¥¢¤¢¥ ª¡®ª ª¡¶¢®ª¢© ª¡¢ °ª®²¥ª³ ®©£ ©ª¢¸¶ª³ ¦« ÇÈÉÂ¯Ê 

¬¢¥¥ membranes, and proteins. In the cell, antioxidant systems prevent damage caused ¯Ë 

²³ «¶¢¢ ¶®£¬®¥°Â ©¬¥±£©¸ alpha-tocopherol, which commonly refers to Vitamin E (VitE) ¯� 

¾Ì¸ ÊÁ. Thanks to its antioxidant properties against ROS, VitE offers a protective effect ¯¯ 

ª¦ the skin against cell membrane lipid peroxidation and DNA oxidative damage, ¯¹ 

°®«¢¸±®¶£©¸ ª¡¢ °ª®²¥ª³ ®©£ the integrity of the cell. Therefore, the administration of ¯º 

µªÍ in many pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and food products1,2 has been a strategy to ¯» 

£¢¬¶¢®°¢ ÇÈÉ £®¨®¸¢ ®©£ ultimately to prevent skin £°¦¶£¢¶°.3,4 However, ¯Ã 

prooxidant and antioxidant properties of VitE are still not clearly understood. For 49 

instance, Dad and al. 5 evidenced ª¡®ª ®¥§¡®-tocopherol is able to generate singlet ¹Æ 

¦½³¸¢©, a highly reactive oxygen species responsible in particular for oxidative ¹Ê 

£®¨®¸¢ to DNA, when excited in the UVB region at 308 nm. Another work reports the ¹Ë 

§¶¦£±¬ª¦© ¦« endogenous photosensitizer for UVA radiation after exposure of VitE to ¹� 

´µÎÅ6 Nocentiny and al.7 provided evidence of singlet oxygen production during the ¹¯ 

§¡¦ª¦¥³°° ¦« VitE under UVB. These works call into question the VitE functional ¹¹ 

¢««¬®¬³ ®° ®©ª¦½£®©ªÅ  ¹º 

¹» 
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ÐÑÒÓ is a lipid-soluble biological organic compound present in mammalian skin ÔÕ 

Ö×Ø ÙÚÛÖÒÜØ Ñ× ÛÜÙÙ ÝÜÝÞßÖ×Üs (Fig.1). Its use is still limited because of its poor water Ôà 

áÚÙâÞÑÙÑÒãä åÚ ÚæÜßÛÚÝÜ ÒçÑá èßÚÞÙÜÝé ×Üê áÒÖÞÙÜ ëÚßÝâÙÖÒÑÚ×s of Vit E have been ìí 

ØÜæÜÙÚèÜØ to ensure its encapsulation and transport.4,8 Among them, micellar solutions ìî 

ÖßÜ used as delivery systems for active ingredients. Indeed, the solubilization of the ìï 

ÖÛÒÑæÜ áâÞáÒÖ×ÛÜá Ñ×to micro- and nanoemulsion-type systems is an efficient way to ìð 

ÚÞÒÖÑ× small sized self-assembled aggregates, allowing the transport of the active ìñ 

ÛÚÝèÚând.9,10 However, the efficacy of formulated antioxidants depends on the ìÔ 

èßÚèÜßÒÑÜá Úë ÒçÜ áãáÒÜÝò ÒãèÜ Úë ÜÝâÙáÑÚ×é ÒãèÜ Úë ÚÑÙé ÒãèÜ Úë áâßëÖÛÒÖ×Òä8 These ìì 

æÖßÑÚâá áÒâØÑÜá raise the question of the stability of VitE in nanoemulsion-type systems ìó 

â×ØÜß ôÐõ ßÖØÑÖÒÑÚ×ä  ìÕ 

ö× ÒçÑá ÛÚ×ÒÜ÷Òé ÒçÜ èâßèÚáÜ Úë ÒçÑá êÚßø Ñá ÒÚ Ü÷ÒÜ×Ø ÒçÜ áÒâØã Úë ÒçÜ èçÚÒÚáÜ×áÑÒÑùÖÒÑÚ×ìà 

Úë áÑ×úÙÜÒ Ú÷ãúÜ× Þã ÐÑÒÓ under UVA radiation in self-assembled systems, and to study óí 

ÒçÜ ÑÝèÖÛÒ ÑÒ ÛÚâÙØ çÖæÜ Ú× ûüõ duplex.  óî 

óï 

óð 

ýþÿ.1. Molecular structure of α–tocopherol (VitE) óñ 

åçÜ áÜÙë-organization properties of cetyltriethylammonium bromide (CTEAB) óÔ 

Ö×Ø ÒçÜ aåÓõ�-DNA lipoplex in TRIS/HCl buffer have been described in our previous óì 

èÖèÜß.11 Results showed that CTEAB can be used to formulate DNA and pointed out óó 

ÖÙáÚ ÒçÜ ÜëëÜÛÒá of compaction on DNA photodamage under UVA radiation which óÕ 

Ñ×ØâÛÜ ÒçÜ áÜÙë-photosensibilisation of DNA. óà 

V���
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I� the present study, we developed a cationic nanoemulsion system including 8� 

C���	 to deliver the active principle VitE as an integral part of the emulsion. More 8
 

p�������� �� ���d VitE simultaneously as oil phase and as active ingredient, a kind of 8� 

�-in-1 self-formulated VitE.   8� 

I� � ����� p���, we present the self-organization properties of CTEAB and VitE in 8� 

�t� ������ �������� ���� �� ������� ��� � �. The determination of the critical 8! 

�""��"����� ����������� #C�C$ (by tensiometry and pyrene fluorimetry) and the 8% 

��p����� of the self-assembled aggregates (by scattering experiments) will be shown. 8& 

�t��, the interactions between the CTEAB-VitE formulation – later called as 88 

{C���	'(���) – and DNA will be characterized to check that {CTEAB@VitE} can be 8* 

���� to formulate DNA (by tensiometry and pyrene fluorimetry). Finally, the effects of *� 

U(� irradiation on these formulations will be investigated by agarose gel *
 

������pt������. Results will show that the formulations can affect the integrity of DNA *� 

��� to DNA photooxidative damage. The mechanistic interpretation of the results will *� 

�� t�"t��"t��� by the use of peculiar scavengers.  *� 
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2+ Materials and methods 9, 

-./ Materials 96 

013473:;13<47=>>?@;A> B:?>;D1 (CTEAB) was synthesized as described in our 9E 

F:1G;?AH =:3;J71.11 α-tocopherol (Vitamine E or VitE) in racemic form, <eparin sodium 98 

salt, and sodium azide (NaN3) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. KL=:?H1 =@D 31:3-99 

butanol (tBuOH) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Pyrene was purchased from Acros 100 

Organics and Ethidium bromide (EB) from Pharmacia Biotech PLUSONE as a 10 101 

mg·mL-1 aqueous solution. Eurisotop furnished D2O and BioLabs the T4 endonuclease 102 

V (pyrimidine dimer glycosylase) enzyme. TMN ONPQNRSW XNON YWNZ PW ON[N\]NZ^_`b 

TO\WrMcZOdecfNSMcghPf\RdfNSMPRN rTijkh PRZ supercoiled plasmid DNA (Form I) 104 

pBR322 (4361 base pairs) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The DNA 105 

was used after dilution in a 20 mM TRIS/HCl buffer (pH = 7.4) to obtain a stock solution 106 

at [DNA-PO4
-] = 4.5×10-4 mol·L-1. All DNA concentrations indicated in the manuscript 107 

are in mol phosphate·L-1. _`l 

Water used in all experiments was produced by a two-stage Milli-Q filtration 109 

system from Millipore and had a resistivity higher than 18.2 MΩ·cm. 110 

mnm oqsuvw-VitE} preparation___ 

Colloidal dispersions {CTEAB-VitE} were formulated using a technique based 112 

on the preparation of liposomes by the thin film hydration method.12,13 PONxPOPS\dRs 113 

were obtained by mixing CTEAB and VitE, both dissolved in ethanol. The solution was 114 

then evaporated to dryness using a rotary evaporator and the film thus obtained was 115 

re-dispersed in a 20 mM TRIS/HCl solution (pH = 7.4). The final CTEAB concentration 116 

was 8.33×10-4 mol·L-1, corresponding to more than 5 times the CMC value of CTEAB 117 

in TRIS/HCl (1.5×10-4 mol·L-1).11 The final concentration of VitE was 3.58×10-4 mol·L-1 118 
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corresponding to a VitE / CTEAB concentration ratio of 0.43.  This ratio corresponded 119 

to the maximal solubility of formulated VitE in the aqueous solution. z|} 

~�� Surface tension measurements z|z 

Surface tension measurements were performed using a Krüss EasyDyne 122 

tensiometer using the Wilhelmy plate method. Temperatures were maintained at 25 °C 123 

(± 0.1 °C) by circulating thermostated water through a jacketed vessel containing the 124 

solution. ��� ���� ����������� ������� ������� ��� �������� ����� ����� ����� ����125 

ten readings were performed and averaged) after an equilibration time of 30 minutes. 126 

~�� Fluorescence measurements z|y 

A stock solution of pyrene (10-4 mol·L-1), was prepared in methanol and stored 128 

at 4 °C. The solutions for fluorescence probing studies were prepared by adding 1 μL 129 

of this pyrene stock solution to 399 μL of the sample solution. Final concentration of 130 

pyrene was 2.5×10-7 mol·L-1, while the amount of methanol remained very low (0.25 % 131 

vol.). Fluorescence measurements were performed using a Fluorolog Horiba 132 

spectrofluorimeter, with a thermostated cuvette holder at 25 ± 0.1 °C. Excitation 133 

wavelength was 335 nm, and the fluorescence emission was recorded from 350 to 500 134 

nm. 135 

��� Multi-angle light scattering experiments ��� 

The measurements were performed on a 3D LS Spectrometer from LS 137 

Instruments (Fribourg, Switzerland) equipped with a 100 mW high performance DPPS 138 

Laser (Cobolt) operating at   = 660 nm, a two-channel multiple tau correlator (auto and 139 

cross correlation, 1088 real time channels), a 3D cross-correlation module, a variable-140 

angle detection system, two high sensitivity APD detectors, an automated laser 141 

attenuation system combined with on-line laser intensity measurement, a temperature 142 
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controllable sample chamber with index matching vat, and an external circulator for 143 

temperature control (Julabo CF31).  144 

Before analysis, samples (1.1 mL) were placed into cylindrical scattering cells 145 

(10 mm diameter), either directly or after filtration through hydrophilic PTFE filters (450 146 

or 200 nm porosity), as specified in the text. 147 

Measurements were performed at 25°C for scattering angles   ranging from 12° 148 

to 150°, corresponding to scattering wave vectors q in the range 2.7×10-4-2.4×10-3 Å�149 

1. As samples produced multiple scattering, the 3D cross-correlation configuration was 150 

required.14 151 

At each angle, 3 to 10 measurements were carried out and later averaged after 152 

having discarded eventual meaningless correlograms. Analysis of both dynamic- and 153 

static light scattering measurements were performed using the home-made MULTI-154 

STORMS software developed by Dr. C. Mingotaud (see Supporting Information). 155 

��  Small-Angle x-ray Scattering (SAXS) experiments ¡¢£ 

 SAXS measurements were conducted on a Xeus 2.0 SAXS beamline for ¡¢¤ 

¥¦§¨©¦ª¨©« ¬©¨ ®¯°¨±² (FERMAT federation, Toulouse), with an internal copper ¡¢³ 

²¨´©±¯ µ©¨¶´±·°¸ ³ ¹¯º »-rays (wavelength = 1.54 Å). Signals were recorded using a ¡¢¼ 

½·¥¦ª´² ¡¾ µ·»¯¥ ¶¯ª¯±ª¨© ¬©¨ ¿¯±ª©·²À The sample-to-detector distance was varied ¡£Á 

¬©¨ 387.5 mm to 1687.5 mm so that the covered q range was 0.0042 < q < 0.7 Å-1. ¡£¡ 

ÂÃ¨ scans of 120 min were recorded at each distance and averaged. The observed ¡£Ä 

·°ª¯°²·ª« ÆÇÈÉ Ã¦² ±¨©©¯±ª¯¶ ¬¨© ª©¦°²·²²·¨°Ê ²¨¥Ë¯°ªÊ ¦°¶ ¶¯ª¯±ª¨© ©¯²µ¨°²¯. Absolute ¡£Ì 

·°ª¯°²·ª« I(q) (cm-1) was obtained after standard normalization. The analysis of the I(q) ¡£Í 

µ©¨¬·¥¯ Ã¦² ©¯¦¥·Î¯¶ ´²·°¸ ªÏ¯ Ð¦²º·¯Ã ²¨¬ªÃ¦©¯ Çhttp://www.sasview.org/É, version ¡£¢ 

ÍÀÄÀÄÀ ¡££ 
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ÒÓÔ ÕÖÖ×ØÙ×ÚÙÛÜ ÝÞßÝÖÙàÝÜÚáâãä 

DNA irradiation was made with a Mercury Xenon lamp (Oriel instruments, 168 

500W) equipped with a long pass filter λ ≥ 335nm (Newport 20CGA-335 GC505) at 169 

20°C. The irradiated and non-irradiated sample volumes were 100 µL. The final 170 

concentrations in TRIS/HCl buffer (20 mM, pH=7.4) were 9×10-5 mol phosphate·L-1 for 171 

the plasmid DNA pBR322, 5×10-4 mol·L-1 for CTEAB, 2.15×10-4 mol·L-1 for VitE, 172 

200×10-3 mol·L-1 for NaN3, and 4% v/v for tBuOH. Each experiment was at least 173 

triplicated.  174 

åæç èéêëìíî éîï îïîðñëìòóìëîíôíõö÷ 

2.8.1 Sample preparation 176 

50 µL of the sample solution were used in the T4 endonuclease V experiments. 177 

It consists to add 10 µL of T4 endonuclease V (10000 U/ml) to 50 µL of DNA containing 178 

sample and to incubate the solution 30 min at 37°C. 5 µL of bromophenol blue solution 179 

and 10 µL of Heparin 20% (w/w in TRIS/ HCl buffer (20 mM, pH= 7.4) are then further 180 

added.  181 

For the samples without T4 endonuclease V treatment, 5 µL of bromophenol 182 

blue solution, 10 µL of Heparin 20% (w/w in TRIS/ HCl buffer), and 10 µL of 20 mM 183 

TRIS/HCl (pH= 7.4) were added to 50 µL of formulated DNA.  184 

 185 

2.8.2 Electrophoresis and photodensitometry 186 

An aliquot of 40 µL of each sample was deposited into 0.8% agarose gel 187 

containing 0.02 % of Ethidium bromide. Electrophoresis migration was carried out for 188 

4 hours under a constant electric field of 80 V.  189 
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Single strand breaks (SSB) were quantified by photodensitometry using the 190 

ImageJ software. To correct the lower efficiency of Ethidium bromide binding to Form 191 

I DNA with respect to Form II, a coefficient of 1.66 was used.15 øúû 

üý Results and discussion øúþ 

ÿ3�3 Self-organization of CTEAB and VitE in TRIS/HCl buffer 1�� 

T�� critical aggregation concentration (CAC) measurement has been carried 1�� 

o�� by two complementary methods (tensiometry and fluorimetry) in {CTEAB@VitE} 1�� 

m	
����s.  1�� 

S����� ����	o� �� � ����	o� o �T��� �o��������	o� 	� �������� o Vitamin E 1�� 

	� Ti�S/HCl buffer solution is shown in Fig. 2, along with the curve of pure CTEAB for 1�� 

�om���	�o�.  2�� 

2�1 

F��� 2. Surface tension as a function of surfactant concentration in 20 mM TRIS/HCl 2�2 

b���� ! "# $ %&', 25°C. Open circles: {CTEAB@VitE} mixture. Dotted line: pure CTEAB. 2�( 

))  2�� 
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I+ ,-. /045,. 6.708.9 ,-. :56;<=. ,.+:0>+ ?<45. is equal to the one of water and then it @AB 

/.=6.<:.: <: the concentration of surfactant increases to finally reach a plateau. The @AC 

:5rface tension curve of {CTEAB@VitE} mixture exhibits two break points. The first @AD 

>+. corresponds ,> ,-. tEt, from which the {CTEAB@VitE} complex is formed. The 208 

second one is the CMC of free remaining CTEAB. By this technique, the CAC of 209 

{CTEAB@VitE} and the CMC of CTEAB in {CTEAB@VitE} mixture are found to be 210 

4.8×10-5 mol·L-1 and 2×10-4 mol·L-1 respectively. After the {CTEAB@VitE} complex is 211 

formed, at a CTEAB concentration of 4.8×10-5 mol·L-1, the micellization of free 212 

remaining CTEAB in the mixture occurs at a CTEAB concentration of 2×10-4 mol·L-1. 213 

Hence, 4.8×10-5 mol·L-1 corresponds to the difference between 2×10-4 mol·L-1 and 214 

1.5×10-4 mol·L-1. That means that the CMC of CTEAB in the {CTEAB@VitE} mixture 215 

or in pure form remains the same (1.5×10-4 mol·L-1). @GC 

Hhe surface tension in the mixture is lower than that of the pure CTEAB, @GD 

0+/0=<,0+7 the formation of a cooperative complex between CTEAB and VitE. The later @GJ 

<,,6<=,s more surfactant at the air/solution interface.  @GK 

H-. <776.7<,0>+ L6>L.6,0.: :,5/0.: >; {CTEAB@VitE} in TRIS/HCl buffer have @@A 

<4:> a..+ =<660./ >5, aM LM6.+. ;45>6.:=.+=. 8.<:56.8.+,:N The I1/I3 pyrene @@G 

;45>6.:=.+=. 6<,0> fI1 at 383 nm and I3 at 393 nm respectively) are reported in Fig. 3 @@@ 

<: < ;5+=,0>+ >; tTEAB concentration for {CTEAB@VitE} in TRIS/HCl buffer. For @@O 

=>8L<60:>+, the I1/I3 pyrene fluorescence variation is also represented for CTEAB in @@P 

a5;;.6 :>45,0>+N To determinate the CAC, results have been adjusted by a sigmoidal @@B 

Q>4,R8<++ function.16  @@C 
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VVW 

XYZ. 3. Pyrene I1/I3 fluorescence ratio as a function of surfactant concentration in 20 VV[ 

\] ^_`cdegh jkllnpq re s uvw, 25°C (excitation 335 nm). Open circles: {CTEAB@VitE} VVx 

\yz{kpe. Dotted line: CTEAB.11  V|} 

V|U 

~�� �1/I3 ratio in the {CTEAB@VitE} system changes sharply around the CAC, V|V 

yvnv about 2.5×10-4 mol·L-1. This value is quite close to the 2×10-4 mol·L-1 value obtained ��� 

�� surface tension measurements. The I1/I3 ratio of the pyrene spectra, for high CTEAB ��� 

��������������� �� �������� ������� �� ��� �������� ���������� �������� �� ��� �������� 

����������� in the micelles; both values are reported in Table 1.17  ��� 

 ��� 
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 able 1. Ratio of the first and third vibronic peak of pyrene (I1/I3) in micelles as a �¡¢ 

£¤¥¦§¨©¥ ©£ Vitamin E / CTEAB concentration ratio in 20 mM TRIS/HCl buffer, pH = 7.4, �¡� 

ª« ¬. Apparent dielectric constant   calculated from the correlation I1/I3 = 0.0145   + ®¯® 

°±²°³³±17 ®¯´ 

®¯¯ 

µ¶· ¸¹·º·»¼½¹» »¾¿À¼Á¿¼ ÂÁºÃ· ¹¿ {CTEAB@VitE} is 19.2, which is much lower ®¯Ä 

¼¶Á¿ ¼¶· ÂÁºÃ· ¾Å¼Á¹¿·¸ ¹¿ ¼¶· pure CTEAB solution (54.5). In {CTEAB@VitE}, the ®¯Æ 

Ç½¾Å· microenvironment is less polar than in pure CTEAB solution, meaning that the ®¯È 

ÁÉ¾Ã¿¼ ¾Ê ËÁ¼·½ ¹¿ ¼¶· É¹»·ºº·À ¸·»½·ÁÀ·À as the VitE concentration increases. ®¯Ì 

µ¶·½·Ê¾½·Í ¼¶· Á¸¸¹¼¹¾¿ ¾Ê Î¹¼Ï Ç½¾É¾¼·À ¼¶· Ê¾½ÉÁ¼¹¾¿ ¾Ê ¶Ð¸½¾Ç¶¾Å¹» ¸¾ÉÁ¹¿À ¹¿ ¼¶¹À®¯Ñ 

ÀÐÀ¼·ÉÒ ®ÄÓ 

Ô¿ ÀÃÉÉÁ½ÐÍ »º¾À· CMC values are obtained whether or not the presence of ®ÄÕ 

Î¹¼E in solution. This might suggest that VitE has only a slight impact on the self-®Ä® 

ÁÀÀ·ÉÅºÐ of CTEAB. However, the presence of VitE creates a less polar environment ®Ä´ 

¼¶Á¿ ¹¿ ÇÃ½· ÀÃ½ÊÁ»¼Á¿¼ É¹»·ºº·ÀÍ É·Á¿¹¿Ö ¼¶Á¼ water has been ejected from the ®Ä¯ 

É¹»·ºº·ÀÒ Thus, this seems to indicate that the water that hydrated the CTEAB head ®ÄÄ 

Ö½¾ÃÇÀ was ejected and replaced by VitE, leading to the formation of mixed ®ÄÆ 

×µÏØÙ/VitE micelles. ®ÄÈ 

ÚÃ½¼¶·½ »¶Á½Á»¼·½¹ÛÁ¼¹¾¿s of the aggregates were conducted by the means of ®ÄÌ 

À»Áttering experiments (light and x-rays). ®ÄÑ 

ÜÝÞß à áâßãä 

åæçåèçÞéêÞÝæç éêÞÝæ 

I1/I3  ratio (for high CTEAB 

concentrations) 

Apparent dielectric  

constant ! 

ë ìíî îïíî 

ëíïð ìíë ìñíò 
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õö÷øù-angle dynamic- and static light scattering (MADLS and MASLS, respectively) úûü 

ýþÿþ wùÿ�ø �þÿw�ÿ�þ� �� ø�þ {CTEAB@VitE} system which will be later put in contact 2�� 

	
�� �� (i.e. [CTEAB] = 8.33×10-4 mol·L-1 and [VitE]/[CTEAB] = 0.43). The sample 2�2 

	�� ��
����� ���������� ��� ����
�
���� ������������ 
��
����� ���� ����
���2�� 

���ttering occurred. For this reason, the 3D cross-correlation technique14 was used to 2�� 

�o������ ��
� ��� ���  � discarding the multiple scattering contribution from the total 2�! 

���ttered light. 2�� 

In light scattering, the scattering wave vector q is defined as a function of the scattering 267 

angle ! as described in (1). 268 

" =
4#$ sin(!/2)

%
 

(1) 

	���� n is the refractive index of the solvent and λ the wavelength of the incident light. 2�" 

MADLS measurements afford the autocorrelation function of the scattered light 270 

intensity, normalized over time. A mathematical adjustment then gives access to the 271 

decay rate Γ which is related to the translational diffusion coefficient D0 (Γ= D0·q2 for a 272 

monodisperse system with only translational diffusion). Finally, the hydrodynamic 273 

radius Rh is then given by the Stokes-Einstein relationship (2): 274 

 ! =
"#

6$%&'
 

(2) 

where " is the Boltzmann constant, # the absolute temperature, and % the solvent 275 

viscosity. 276 

T#$ $%&$'()$*+,- ./''$-,+(/* 01*.+(/*3 43#/5* (* +#$ Supporting Information, Figure 677 

S1) could be well fitted in the whole range of wave vectors by using a 2nd order 678 

C1)1-,*+ analysis, which afforded the corresponding decay rates. Plot of the first 679 

d$.,: ',te Γ as a function of q2 is presented in Fig. 4A. Obviously Γ = f(q2) was not a 68; 

-(*$,' 01*.+(/*l (*d(.,+(*< +#,+ the relaxation motion recorded by DLS was not solely 68= 
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t@A tBDEFGDtHIEDG JHKKLFHIE MIAKKHMHAEt IK t@A FMDttABHEN ODBtHMGAF. It could rather include PQP 

DJJHtHIEDG HEtABEDG aItHIEF RFLM@ as local rotations for example), probing the particles PQU 

JVEDaHMF Dt D GAENt@ FMDGA FaDGGAB t@DE t@AHB @VJBIJVEDaHM BDJHLF.18 Even at very low PQW 

q values, data could only roughly be fitted by a line passing through the origin, whose PQX 

FGIOA DKKIBJAJ Dn estimation of an apparent lateral diffusion coefficient Dapp ≈ 4×105 PQY 

Ea2
·s-1, corresponding to an apparent hydrodynamic radius Rh,app ≈ 600 nm. At higher PQZ 

q values, the qn dependence of Γ (n > 2) could be well described by plotting log Γ = PQQ 

KRGIN q), showing a linear dependence with slope n = 2.94 (Fig. 4B). This value is very PQ[ 

MGIFA tI t@A DFVaOtItHM cHaa GHaHt RE = 3),19 which is reached in the case of polymer P[\ 

M@DHEF or fractal aggregates under strong hydrodynamic interactions.20–22  P[] 

P[P 

P[U 

^_`. 4. (A): decay rate Γ (s-1) as determined from a 2nd order Cumulant analysis, plotted P[W 

be b fghijkmh mf q2 from MADLS measurements of {nprsuvxkjry; open circles are P[X 

jz| |}~|�k�|hjb� �bjb bh� jz| �kh| ke jz| �kh|b� fkj bj �|�� low q values. (B): plot of log ��� 

� �� � �������� �� log q showing a linear dependence with a slope very close to 3. ��� 

��� 
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�� �� �������  ¡� ������¢ £� ¢¤� ¥¦§¨�©ª«£¢¨¬ ���¢��  � ®�¯�° ¤���¢¤��£� ¢¤�±²² 

������®� of a fractal association or a network of strongly (attractive) interacting ³´´ 

�¡�¢£®��� formed by irreversible diffusion-limited aggregation.23 Therefore, the ³´� 

�µ���¶�° ¤£·¤ ¶¡�¯� �¸ Rh could correspond to long-range assembled structures rather ³´± 

¢¤¡� ¢� ����entary aggregates. To get further insights on this self-assembled system, ³´³ 

 � ���¸����° ¹�º»¼ ��¡�¯�����¢� �� �¡����� ¸£�¢���° ¡¢ ½¾´ �� ¡�° ±´´ ��³´½ 

�����®¢£¶���. Data treatments showed that the slopes in the log Γ = f(log q) curves ³´¾ 

°�®��¡��° ¡�° ·�¢ ®����� to 2. At very low q values, the Γ = f(q2) variation was even ¿ÀÁ 

ÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ ÆÂÂÉÊÃÄË ÌÉÇÅ ÆÍÍÎÇÆÏÅ ÐÅÏÅÇÌÃÄÆÏÃÉÄ ÉÑ ÏÇÆÄÒÂÆÏÃÉÄÆÂ ÐÃÑÑÎÒÃÉÄ ÍÉÅÑÑÃÍÃÅÄÏÒ ÆÄÐ¿ÀÓ 

ÔÕÐÇÉÐÕÄÆÌÃÍ ÇÆÐÃÃÈ ÊÔÃÍÔ ÊÅÇÅ ÑÉÎÄÐ ÏÉ ÏÅÄÐ ÏÉ Rh = 120 nm (Figures S3, S5, ¿ÀÖ 

×ØÙÙÚÛÜÝÞß àÞáÚÛâãÜÝÚÞ). Complementary multi-angle static light scattering (MASLS) ¿Àä 

ÍÔÆÇÆÍÏÅÇÃåÆÏÃÉÄs were performed on these samples ÑÇÉÌ æçè ÏÉ æéÀè êq = 2.6×10-4-310 

2.4×10-3 Å-1)ë ìíÒÉÂÎÏÅ ÒÍÆÏÏÅÇÅÐ ÃÄÏÅÄÒÃÏÃÅÒ îêïð ÅñòÇÅÒÒÅÐ ÆÒ Rayleigh ratios (see ¿ææ 

×ØÙÙÚÛÜÝÞß àÞáÚÛâãÜÝÚÞ) are reported in Figure 5.  ¿æç 

¿æ¿ 

óôõö 5. Absolute scattered light intensities as obtained by MASLS measurements for ¿æ÷ 

ÞãÜÝøù {CTEAB@VitE} (A) or after filtrations at 450 nm (B) or 200 nm (C). Red dotted ¿æé 

úÝÞùû ãÛù âãÜüùâãÜÝýãú ãþÿØûÜâùÞÜûl ¿æÁ 

¿æÓ 
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R�������� �	� ����
� sample (unfiltered) (Fig. 5A), the scattering profile showed a q-2.3 3�� 

r����r variation and could be well adjusted using a fractal model. Indeed, the fractal 3�� 

d������� ��3 determined from the SLS curve corresponds to a compact fractal 3�� 

�s����24–26 Upon filtration, the scattering profiles changed and exhibited a plateau at 3�� 

��� q values followed by a q-2 variation at higher q values (Fig. 5B and 5C). This 3�� 

������� ���� ��� ����r���� are better describing individual particles (or 3�3 

pr���rs ���r���s) forming the fractal network. General Guinier-Porod fits afforded a 3�� 

r�d��� �� �sr����� Rg = 115 nm, while the scattering profile of the sample filtered at 200 3�  

�� n���d ���� ! ���r�s ��� �d"���d ����� � �p�r�n�� ��r� ��n��r #$ % ��3 ��&3�' 

����n���d �� a sticky hard sphere structure factor (see models descriptions in the 3�( 

S)**+,-./0 2/4+,56-.+/). Altogether, these light scattering experiments support the 3�� 

�sp������ �� a nanoemulsion system where spherical VitE droplets exhibit strong 3�� 

���r�n��a interactions that lead to a fractal organization at higher scale.  33� 

C��p�����rs �n���7�� �r ��� ��d �� �� ��r��r ����r������ �!��� ����33� 

�s���8 ����s �����-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). Preliminary experiments 33� 

��d�n��d ���� �� ���p� ��� ��� noncentrated enough to get reliable results. We then 333 

��d �� n����dr � ��n� ��r n��n��r��d ���p� #3� ���� ��r n��n��r��d ����33� 

�he initial system). Before SAXS analysis, we first checked by light scattering that the 33  

n��n��r��d ���p� n���d ! rprsentative of the initial one, as not dramatic 33' 

d���r�n� n���d ! a�d�nd !��� �� ��� ���p�� !s 9:;<= ��d 9:=<=833( 

a� �p�� ����r����� (Fig. S6, Supporting Information). SAXS measurements are 33� 

rp�r�d �� >��. 6A together with MASLS data recorded on the same sample. The 33� 

�ar��� �pn�r�� n���d ��� ! �d"���d ����� � �����-contribution function, including 3�� 

� �r�n��� �s��� ��d ��� d�����n� p�p�������� �� �p�r�n�� �!"n�� ���� ��� d���r��3�� 

��?� #= Supporting Information). The overall description of the system then leads 3�� 
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tB D EFDGtDH IJtKBFL BE HDFMJ BNH ONtP QFBTHJtU tBMJtVJF KNtV WJFX UYDHH Z[P\] JYTtX^_^ 

YNGJHHJU m` b @ce IYf ght DHUB UKBHHJI Z[P\] YNGJHHJU GBItDNINIM ONtP NI tVJNF GBFJ^__ 

m`bice IYfc [VNU YhHtN-scale description is in accordance to what reported in literature ^_e 

NI tVJ GDUJ BE BNH-in-water nanoemulsions obtained by a low-energy method such as ^_i 

tVJ UBHWJIt NIWJFUNBI tJGVINjhJ,9,27 and is depicted in Figure 6B. ^_k 

 ^_A 

oqu. 6. (A): Combination of MASLS (blue open circles) and SAXS (black open squares) vwx 

yz{|}~zyz��| �� ��z ������������ �{��zy}�|���� {�� ��z ��~~z|������� ��z~{�� ���v�� 

�~z� �}~�z� �����{���� ��z �~z|z��z �� ����z~z�� {��~z�{�z|� (B): Schematic v�� 

~z�~z|z��{���� �� ��z �{��zy}�|��� ��~yz� �� ��z ������������ |�|�zy� {| �z�}ced v�� 

�~�y |�{��z~��� z��z~�yz��|� v�v 

v�w 

� ¡  Interaction between DNA and {CTEAB@VitE} aggregates  v�� 

¢£¤ ¥¦¤ §¨ {CTEAB@VitE} aggregates as non-viral vectors for DNA is of v�© 

ª§«ª¤¬« ¤ª®¥¦¤ §¨ ¯°¦ ±¬¤®° ²§°¤«°¯®³ ¯« ±¤«¤ °£¤¬®²´ for the development of protective v�µ 

¶®«°¯§·¯¸®«°¹ ¨§¬º¥³®°¯§«¦. In this context, different techniques were carried out to study v�» 

°£¤ interactions between the {CTEAB@VitE} aggregates and the model plasmid DNA v�x 

²¼½v��. v©� 
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Àhe effect of DNA on the {CTEAB@VitE} aggregates was investigated using ÁÂÃ 

ÄÅÆÇÈÉÊÅÄËÌ ÍÎÈÏÐ 7A) and fluorimetry (Fig. 7B) for increasing CTEAB concentrations ÁÂÑ 

ÍVitE / CTEAB concentration ratio = 0.43). ÁÂÁ 

 364 

Fig. 7. (A): Surface tension measurements of DNA solutions as a function of CTEAB ÁÂÒ 

ÓÔÕÓÖÕ×ØÙ×ÚÔÕ ÚÕ {CTEAB@VitE}, in 20 mM TRIS/HCl buffer, pH = 7.4, 25 °C ÁÂÂ 

ÛÜVitE]/[CTEAB] = 0.43, ÜÝÞß-PO4
-] = àáâã-5 mol·L-1). Open circles: {CTEAB@VitE} –ÁÂä 

åæç mixture. Filled circle: {CTEAB@VitE}–DNA mixture. Cross: DNA+CTEAB ÁÂè 

éÚê×ëØÖá11 ÁÂì 

(B): Pyrene I1/I3 fluorescence ratio in aqueous solution of DNA as a function of CTEAB Áäí 

ÓÔÕÓÖÕ×ØÙ×ÚÔÕ ÚÕ {CTEAB@VitE}, in 20 mM TRIS/HCl buffer, pH = 7.4, 25 °C ÁäÃ 

ÛÜVitE]/[CTEAB] = 0.43, ÜÝÞß-PO4
-] = àáâã-5 mol·L-1). Empty circles: {CTEAB@VitE} –ÁäÑ 

åæç mixture. Dotted line: {CTEAB@VitE} mixture.  ÁäÁ 

Áäî 

ïðÅ ÇñËòóôÅ ÄÅÆÇÈÉÆ ôñËõÅ Éò {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex (Fig. 7A) is ÁäÒ 

ñÆöÅËÆÅóÄð ÄðÅ Ä÷É other curves (DNA + CTEAB 11 and {CTEAB@VitE}), suggesting ÁäÂ 

ÄðóÄ the complexation between CTEAB, VitE, and DNA has a strong effect on the Áää 
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úûüýþÿs �s�ú���� The surface tension of the {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA solution sharply 3�� 

d��	�
��� ���� a first transition appears at a CTEAB concentration of 5.2×10-5 mol·L-3�� 

1 (log C=-4.2), corresponding to the CAC obtained in {CTEAB@VitE} nanoemulsion 3�� 

(4�����-5 mol·L-1)�  Interestingly, further addition {CTEAB@VitE} between CTEAB 3�� 

�c���	
��c c� 5.2×10-5 mol·L-1 (log C=-4.2)) and 3.2×10-4 mol·L-1 (log C=-3.5), 3�� 

	������ � 
 �c��
� ��	�
�� ����cr suggesting a synergistic aggregation between 3�3 

D�� 
d ������� ���!� 28 Then, the surface tension seems to increase slightly and 3�4 

�"c#� a second transition at 3.2×10-4 mol·L-1 (log C=-3.5), that might correspond to 3�$ 

�"� �	�� D�� d�t����c from the air/water interface. 28 3�% 

�c �cTt��T�� �"��� 	������r t&	�� '1/I3 emission fluorescence ratio as a function of 3�� 

�"� ����� �c���	
��c �� t	�����d � )�*� �� � ������� ���!-DNA lipoplex. A 3�� 

	c�*"�& sigmoidal shape related to a phase transition and a formation of hydrophobic 3�� 

dcT
�� �� c+��	,�d� For low CTEAB concentrations, the I1/I3 ratio was found to be 3�� 

���� ����
d c� 2.00 in the {CTEAB@VitE} system. This decrease means that pyrene 3�� 

"
� found to locate in more hydrophobic places. Indeed, different works reported 3�� 

t&	�� �
 ���	
�� via partial intercalation with DNA. 29 Below the phase transition, 3�3 

�"� ��	�
�� � ������� ���! �c���	
��c is accompanied by an increase in 3�4 

��	+�d��&r observed macroscopically. Previous work11 has shown that the increase in 3�$ 

��	+�d��& could be associated with strong electrostatic interactions between the DNA 3�% 


d �"� ��	�
��
�r ��**����* a gradual compaction of DNA. P	c*	����,� �cTt
���c3�� 

	���	� �c 
 ��
�� #"�	� �d�,�d�
� �������,���! aggregates decorate the DNA and 3�� 

�c	T "&d	ct"c+�� dcT
�� c �"� D�� ��	
d� The sharp I1/I3 ratio decrease can be 3�� 


��c��
��d #��" �"� �	����
� 
**	�*
��c �c���	
��c that occurs for a CTEAB 4�� 

�c���	
��c c� 2.5×10-4 mol·L-1 (log C=-3.6) and which corresponded to the 2nd 4�� 

�	
����c c+��	,�d +& ����cT��	& ()�*� ��-. This CAC evidences again the synergic 4�� 
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/0056789ion between {CTEAB@VitE} and DNA. This remarkable point (Fig.7B, circled :;< 

50p=9>, corresponding to an increase in I1/I3 ratio, also matches with a turn from a turbid :;: 

?0@A9p0= 90 8 @pB5pC ?0@A9p0=E FGp? /0=/6=9789p0= H8@A6 p? p= @p=6 Ip9G 9G6 978=?p9p0=:;J 

0o?6rved in surface tension measurements (3.2 ×10-4 mol·L-1). The transition from a :;K 

9A7opC 90 8 @pB5pC ?0@A9p0= /0A@C p=Cp/896 9G6 L07B89p0= 0L 8=09G67 9M56 0L:;N 

{OFQRSUVp9QW–DNA complex due to a large excess of CTEAB. Notably, it could :;X 

/0776?50=C 90 8 YZR C6/0Bpaction process, as already reported in the literature for :;[ 

6e/6?? 8B0A=9 0L /89p0=p/ ?A7L8/98=9.30–32 This transition in {CTEAB@VitE}–DNA :.; 

?M?96B 855687? at much lower CTEAB concentration that the one reported in CTEAB-:.. 

YZR ?M?96B11 (between 20 and 30 ×10-4 mol·L-1). The presence of vitamin E in the :.2 

/0B5@6e seems to promote the DNA decompaction. :.< 

FG6 \1/I3 ratio value of 0.96, obtained for high {CTEAB@VitE} concentrations in :.: 

{OFQRSUVp9QW-DNA system, corresponds to a micellar dielectric constant of 17, :.J 

B68=p=m 9G89 9G6 5M76=6 6=Hp70=B6=9 p? 850@87E FGp? Cp6@6/97p/ /0=?98=9 H8@A6 p?:.K 

pC6=9p/8@ 8? 9G6 one obtained for the {CTEAB@VitE} formulation, suggesting that the :.N 

576?6=/6 0L YZR C06? =09 8LL6/9 9G6 @0/8@ Bp/7050@87p9M 0L 5M76=6 6=Hp70=B6=9] IGp/G:.X 

76B8p=? p= o09G ?M?96B? GMC705G0op/E :.[ 

420 
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3.3. _`abaf`ghijbkl421 

Photostability of non-viral vectors is an important concern regarding their topical uses. 422 

The {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex was formed with a DNA model, the plasmid pBR322, 423 

and the nanoemulsion {CTEAB@VitE} described above. Its photostability under UVA 424 

irradiation (λ ≥ 335 nm) was studied by agarose gel electrophoresis. Indeed, 425 

photodegradation of plasmid pBR322 in supercoiled form (or Form I) induces the 426 

formation of single strand breaks (SSB) leading to its relaxed circular form (or Form II). 427 

This results in two distinct bands on the agarose gel electrophoresis, noted as I (Form 428 

I) and II (Form II) on the gel pictures. In addition, each band can be quantified by 429 

photodensitometry. 430 

The solutions were irradiated one minute. With this time of irradiation, and in presence 431 

of {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA complex, DNA photodamage are well quantified while no 432 

overbreaks are observed. (Fig. 8A, lane 6*) UVA irradiation of the {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA 433 

lipoplex (Fig. 8A, lane 6*) induces around a threefold increase of the SSB ratio (Fig. 434 

8B) compared to CTEAB-DNA complex (Fig. 8A, lane 5*). The presence of Vitamin E 435 

on the lipoplex generates a significant enhancement of the DNA photodamage. As the 436 

formation of singular oxygen by CTEAB-DNA complex by a Triplet-Triplet energy 437 

transfer mechanism has been previously reported,11 we have investigated the 438 

formation of damage to DNA that may be caused by such a mechanism, namely the 439 

formation of CPD and the formation of singular oxygen to determine the mechanism 440 

involved in this photodegradation. First, the samples were treated by a phage T4 441 

endonuclease V enzyme (T4), a DNA enzyme repair that cleaves double-strand DNA 442 

at cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD), leading to single strand breaks by a two-step 443 

mechanism. In this study, if CPD is formed by photosensitization and the plasmid 444 

pBR322 treated with T4, single strand break will be made and the Form II of the 445 
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plasmid will appear on the electrophorese agarose gel. T4 treatment on non-irradiated 446 

plasmid pBR322 reveals the presence of abasic lesions by AP-lyase activity of the T4 447 

(Fig. 8A, lane 7 and Fig. 8B). Without irradiation, in presence of CTEAB or 448 

{CTEAB@VitE} and with T4 treatment, the SSB ratio decreases dramatically (lanes 8 449 

and 9 respectively), as already shown for CTEAB-DNA lipoplex.11 The hypothesis was 450 

an enzyme quenching in presence of the CTEAB or the non-access to the DNA double 451 

strand to the enzyme because of its compaction. It was also previously observed that 452 

after 10 min irradiation, the T4 treatment revealed again the DNA photodamage.11 In 453 

these experiments and for a lower time of irradiation (1 min), the photooxidative 454 

damage of the plasmid induced by the CTEAB alone are limited (lane 5*). That’s what 455 

the SSB ratio observed should be due, only to abasic lesions already present in native 456 

DNA, and to the CPD formed under irradiation. After T4 treatment of the sample (lane 457 

11*), the SSB ratio becomes again equivalent to the SSB ratio for DNA alone (lane 458 

10*) and the native DNA abasic site level is recovered and no increase of the SSB ratio 459 

is observed in presence of CTEAB and one minute of irradiation, compared to DNA 460 

alone (Fig. 8B). No CPD are formed and the T4 enzyme works again if the sample is 461 

irradiated. The small amount of damage formed by the irradiation seems enough to 462 

induce some modification on the DNA compaction and to allow recovering the 463 

enzymatic activity of the T4 endonuclease V.  464 
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vwx 

Fig. 8. DNA cleavage for 1 min of irradiation at λ ≥ 335nm and 20°C with CTEAB (5×10-466 

4 mol·L-1) or {CTEAB@VitE} after or not phage T4 endonuclease V treatment (T4) (* 467 

indicates the irradiated samples). A: Electrophoresis agarose gel of plasmid pBR322 468 

(9×10-5 mol·L-1) in 20 mM TRIS/HCl buffer (pH = 7.4). Lanes 1 and 4*: DNA alone; 469 

lanes 2 and 5*: DNA + CTEAB; lanes 3 and 6*: DNA + {CTEAB@VitE}; lanes 7 and 470 

10*: DNA alone + T4; lanes 8 and 11*: DNA +CTEAB + T4; lanes 9 and 12*: DNA + 471 

{CTEAB@VitE} + T4. B: Single strand break (SSB) ratio of DNA, CTEAB-DNA and 472 

{CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplexes ± T4 with and without irradiation. 473 

 474 

The same behavior is observed for the {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex. Without 475 

irradiation and after T4 treatment, no CPD are revealed (lane 9) and with irradiation 476 

and T4 treatment, the SSB ratio corresponds to addition of native abasic site level and 477 
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photooxydative damage due to the irradiation (lane 12*). Thus, no significant CPD 478 

formation is shown in our experimental conditions in presence of the {CTEAB@VitE} 479 

nanoemulsion and under UVA irradiation.  480 

|}~�� �������� ��������~� ��~� ���� ���� �� ����~����� �}� ���}����� �� �}� ������ 

�}��������� �� �}� ��|��������� ������������� |}� ������ � ��� ¡���3) reveals ��y 

�}� ~��� �� �}� ������� �¢���� �� �}� ��� �}��������� �� £����}��� ��¤ D2O also by ��¥ 

���~������ �he singlet oxygen lifetime and the tert-Butanol (tBuOH) shows the ��� 

����������� �� �}� }��~�¢�� ~������ ������� �� £����}��� �}�� ¡Fig. 9). In a previous ¦§¨ 

©ª©«¬,11 it was shown that singlet oxygen was responsible for the oxidative damage in ¦§ 

®¯°±²-DNA complex. For the ³®¯°±²´µ¶·°¸-DNA lipoplex under UVA irradiation ¦§¹ 

ªº» ¼¶·½ ¾ª¾3 (lane 11*), the SSB ratio observed decreases dramatically, compared ¦§§ 

·¿ ³®¯°±²´µ¶·°¸-DNA lipoplex alone (lane 10*) and until to be equal to the one for ¦§À 

Á¾± ªÂ¿º« ÃÂªº« §ÄÅÆ Ç· È«ªºÉ ·½ª· ·½« É¶ºÊÂ«· ¿ËÌÊ«º ¶É again involved on the ¦ÀÍ 

©½¿·¿¿ËÌ»ª·¶¿º ¿Î ·½« ©ÂªÉÈ¶» Á¾± ÏÌ ·½« ³®¯°±²´µ¶·°¸ ºªº¿«ÈÐÂÉ¶¿n. D2O was ¦ÀÑ 

ªÂÉ¿ ÐÉ«» ·¿ Ï«ª¬ ¿Ð· ·½« Î¿¬Èª·¶¿º ¿Î É¶ºÊÂ«· ¿ËÌÊ«º ªº» ¶·É ¶ºÒ¿ÂÒ«È«º· ¿º ·½«¦ÀÓ 

©½¿·¿»«Ê¬ª»ª·¶¿º ©¬¿Ô«ÉÉÆ Õº Âªº« ÑÖÄ and Fig. 9B, a slight increase of the SSB ratio ¦ÀÖ 

¶É ¿ÏÉ«¬Ò«» Î¿¬ ·½« ÉªÈ©Â« ¿º Á2O. By means of tert-Butanol, the involvement of ¦À¦ 

½Ì»¬¿ËÌÂ ¬ª»¶ÔªÂ É©«Ô¶«É Ôªº Ï« É½¿¼ºÆ Çº ©¬«É«ºÔ« ¿Î tert-Butanol, the SSB ratio stays ¦À¨ 

«×Ð¶ÒªÂ«º· ·¿ ·½« ØØ² ¬ª·¶¿ Î¿¬ ·½« ³®¯°±²´µ¶·°¸-DNA lipoplex alone. The hydroxyl 496 

radical species are not involved on the oxidative damage of the plasmid DNA. 497 

Consequently, the singlet oxygen is the major responsible for the direct UVA 498 

photooxydation of DNA on the {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex. The mechanism of this 499 

process is a type II mechanism by triplet triplet energy transfer from the 500 

{CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex to the ground state of the molecular oxygen leading to 501 

the formation of the reactive singlet oxygen. 502 
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This study hightlights the role of the vitamin E as a pro-oxidant species on the 503 

{CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex by favoring the direct UVA photooxydation of the DNA 504 

duplex. ÛÜÛ 

ÛÜÚ 

Fig. 9. DNA cleavage for 1 min of irradiation at λ ≥ 335nm and 20°C with 507 

{CTEAB@VitE} and NaN3 (200×10-3 mol·L-1), tBuOH (4% v/v), in D2O (80% v/v) or 508 

phage T4 endonuclease V treatment (T4) (* indicates the irradiated samples). A: 509 

Electrophoresis agarose gel of plasmid pBR322 (9×10-5 mol·L-1) in 20 mM TRIS/HCl 510 

buffer (pH = 7.4). Lanes 1 and 8*: DNA alone; lanes 2 and 9*: DNA + T4; lanes 3 and 511 

10*: DNA + {CTEAB@VitE}; lanes 4 and 11*: DNA + {CTEAB@VitE} + NaN3; lanes 5 512 

and 12*: DNA + {CTEAB@VitE} + tBuOH; lanes 6 and 13*: DNA + {CTEAB@VitE} in 513 

D2O; lanes 7 and 14*: DNA + {CTEAB@VitE} + T4. B: Single strand break (SSB) ratio 514 
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of + {CTEAB@VitE}-DNA lipoplex ± NaN3, tBuOH, D2O or T4 with and without 515 

irradiation. 516 

ßà Conclusion áâÞ 

ãärious studies raise the question of the stability of Vitamin E in nanoemulsion-type áâå 

æçæèéêæ ëìíéî ïãð îäíñäèñòìó In this work, the photosensitization of singlet oxygen by áâô 

ãñèamin E into self-assembled systems under UVA was studied. The cationic surfactant áÝõ 

ö÷øðù has shown to be an efficient complexing agent to DNAú CTEAB surfactant was ûüý 

þÿt� used to form a Vitamin E-containing nanoemulsion that could interact with DNA.  ûüü 

Tÿt �t��-organization properties of the CTEAB and vitamin E were studied by different ûü5 

pÿ��ico-chemical characterizations (tensiometry, pyrene fluorimetry, and scattering ûü� 

tept���t�þ�	ú The overall description of the system leads a complex fluid composed ûüû 

o� 
���t�t�þ aggregates ranging from CTEAB micelles to a fractal network of large oil ûü� 

V�þamin E droplets. The study of the interactions between CT��-Vitamin E and ûü� 

p�����
 �� ÿ��ÿ���ÿþt
 þÿt ���
��� �� �o�p��þ�o� followed by gradual DNA ûü� 


t�o�p��þ�o� �o� ����t����� CT��-Vitamin E amountsú Vitamin E seems to promote ûü� 

�� 
t�o�p��þ�o�ú û5� 

Formulated CTEAB-vitaminE-DNA lipoplex were irradiated under UVA light. P�t�t��t531 

of vitamin E generates a significant enhancement of the DNA photodamage. Tÿtû5ü 

�t�ÿ����þ�� ��þt�p�tþ�þ�o� o� þÿt �t���þ� has been highlighted by the presence of û55 

pt������ ����t��t��ú It reveals that þÿt �����tþ oe��t� �� �t�po�����t o� þÿt 
��t�þ �VA 534 

photooxydation of DNA on the CTEAB-Vitamin E-DNA lipoplex.  This study underlines 535 

the role of vitamin E as a pro-oxydant species by favoring the UVA DNA 536 

photooxydation. From a safety point of view, a warning is necessary regarding the 537 

topical pharmaceutical or cosmetic applications of such a formulation.û5� 
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1. Multi-angle dynamic light scattering (MADLS) 

In MADLS the measured autocorrelation function  ( )(!, ") of the scattered 

intensity#$(!, %) normalized over time is expressed as (1): 

&( )(!, ") =
'$(!, %)$(!, % + ")*

-$(!, %). 
 

(1) 

It affords the correlation function of the electric field &(/)(!, ") using the Siegert 

relationship (2): 

&( )(!, ") = 1 + 02&(/)(!, ")2
 
#######0 3 1 (2) 

In the ideal case of monodisperse spherical particles under Brownian motion, the 

autocorrelation function decays exponentially over time (3): 

&(/)(!, ") = e456 (3) 

where 7 = 89!  is the decay rate and 89 is the translational diffusion coefficient of the 

particles. Real situations are more complex and different algorithms can afford the 

decay rate from &(/)(!, "), among them Cumulant, non-negatively constrained least 

squares (NNLS), and CONTIN analysis. For this purpose, we used a home-made 

software (namely MULTI-STORMS, written and compiled with MATLAB® by Dr. C. 

Mingotaud). It offers the choice in the methods used to analyze the correlograms 

mathematical adjustments are performed using different algorithms based on the 

shape and the scattering properties of the particles to be analyzed. 

The hydrodynamic radius of equivalent sphere (:;) is then obtained by the Stokes-

Einstein relationship (4): 

:; =
<>

?@A89
 

(4) 

where < is the Boltzmann constant, > the absolute temperature, and A the solvent 

viscosity. 

 Experimentally, multiple scattering was observed when measuring the 

{CTEAB@VitE} system (slightly opalescent) and its dilutions. The 3D cross-correlation 

configuration was then used to eliminate the multiple scattering contribution.1 The 
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experimental autocorrelation functions measured on {CTEAB@VitE} are shown in 

Figure S1. The curves were well fitted with a 2nd order Cumulant analysis2 (5): 

ÀÁÂ

ÃÄÅÆÅ # is the background value, $ the amplitude of the autocorrelation function, 6  the 

mean value of the decay rates and !" the nth moment of the distribution function of 

decay rates, #($). This analysis provided the intensity-weighted decay rates $, that did 

not vary linearly with respect to q2. It indicated several contributions in the overall 

apparent diffusion coefficient %&'' (translations, internal motions such as rotations, 

etc.). 

 

Figure S1. Auto-correlation functions obtained from MADLS measurements of the 

ÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÊÑ ÒÓÒÐÔÕ Ö×ØÙÚÛ ÚÜÝÞÔÒß Ùàá ÐâÔ ÚãÝÝÔÒäãàáÏàå æÏÐÒ ÜÒÏàå Ù ÒÔÚãàá-order 

Cumulant analysis (red curves). 

 

Similar measurements were performed in the same conditions on {CTEAB@VitE} 

samples after filtrations at 450 nm and 200 nm. Correlograms were also well adjusted 

with a 2nd order Cumulant analysis. Measurements and analysis are shown in Figures 

S2 and S3 (filtration at 450 nm) and in Figures S4 and S5 (filtration at 200 nm). 
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Figure S2. Auto-correlation functions obtained from MADLS measurements of 

èéêëìíîïðñëò filtered at 450 nm (black curves) and the corresponding fits using a 

second-order Cumulant analysis (red curves). 

 

Figure S3. óleft): decay rate Γ (s-1) as determined from a 2nd order Cumulant analysis, 

plotted as a function of q2 ôõö÷ øìùúû ÷üýþÿõü÷üfñþ öô èéêëìíîïðñëò filtered at 

450 nm; open symbols are the experimental data and the line is the linear fit at very 

low q values. (right): plot of log Γ as a function of log q showing a linear dependence. 
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Figure S4. Auto-correlation functions obtained from MADLS measurements of 

{����������	 filtered at 200 nm (black curves) and the corresponding fits using a 

second-order Cumulant analysis (red curves). 

 

 

F
��� �5. (left): decay rate Γ (s-1) as determined from a 2nd order Cumulant analysis, 

plotted as a function of q2 ���� ����� ������������ �� {����������	 filtered at 

200 nm; open symbols are the experimental data and the line is the linear fit at very 

low q values. (right): plot of log Γ as a function of log q showing a linear dependence. 
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2. Multi-angle static light scattering (MASLS) 

 In MASLS experiments, the excess of scattered intensity with respect to the 

solvent is converted into absolute intensity (Rayleigh ratio  !, in cm-1) using toluene 

as a reference, for which the excess Rayleigh ratio is known ( !,"#$%&'& = 1.19×10-5 cm-

1 at 660 nm)3 as described in equation (6): 

 !,()*+$& = -()*+$& . -(#$/&'"-"#$%&'& 0 12(#$/&'"2"#$%&'&3
4 0  !,"#$%&'& 

 

(6) 

where -()*+$& , -(#$/&'", and -"#$%&'& are the scattering intensities of the sample solution, 

the solvent, and the toluene respectively, and where 2(#$/&'" and 2"#$%&'& are the 

refractive indexes of the solvent and the toluene at 660 nm, respectively (25)"&6 = 1.33 

and 2"#$%&'&= 1.49 at 25 °C). 

 MASLS profiles were then fitted using the SasView software (version 4.2.2.) 

applying different models: 

(i) a general, empirical Guinier-Porod fit to estimate the size and the 

dimensionality of scattering aggregates and defined as (7-9):4 

 

-789 =
:;<
;> ?8( 0 @AB C.8

4 D4E . F G HHHHHHHHHH8 I 8JHK8L HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH8 M 8J
 

 

(7) 

8J = N D 0 O7P . F97E . F9Q RJS4 
 

(8) 

K = ? 0 @AB C.8J4 D4E . F G 0 8J7LT(9 (9) 

 

where G and D are the Guinier and Porod scale factors respectively, Rg the radius of 

gyration, d the Porod exponent, and s a parameter depending on the geometry (s=0 

for spheres, s=1 for rods, s=2 for lamellae or platelets). 
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(ii) A mass fractal model using the form factor  (!) !"#$# of a sphere, and 

described in equations (10-12):5 

 

%(&) = '*+,- . /(&) . 0(&) 1 2+*3456789 (10) 

  

/(&) !"#$# = : . ;sin(&<) > &< cos(&<)
(&<)? @

A
 

(11) 

0(&) = B . (CD > E) . FGHIJ . sin[(CD > E) tanIJ(&F)]
& . [E 1 (&F)A](GHIJ)KA  

(12) 

 

where R is the radius of the primary particle, Dm the mass fractal dimension, and F the 

cut-off length. 

 

(iii) The sticky hard sphere adjustment was realized combining the form factor of 

a sphere /(&) !"#$# (11) and a interparticle structure factor 0(&) LMNOPQR for a 

hard sphere fluid with a narrow attractive well and using a perturbative 

solution of the Percus-Yevick closure. The full description of 0(&) LMNOPQR can 

be found in the literature.6,7 
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3. Light scattering of concentrated samples 

 

Figure S6. �left): decay rate Γ (s-1) as determined from a 2nd order Cumulant analysis, 

plotted vs q2 �� ! "#$%& !')*+�'!',-*. (center): plot of log Γ as a function of log q 

showing a linear dependence. (right): )bsolute scattered light intensities as obtained 

by MASLS. From top to bottom: 30x {CTEAB@VitE} unfiltered, filtered at 450 nm, 

filtered at 200 nm.  
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4. Analysis of small angle X-ray scattering data (SAXS) 

The general expression of the scattered intensity  (!) is given by equation (13): 

 (!) = " # V # ($%)& # '(!) # *(!) (13) 

where ! = [4+ sin(,/2)]/- is the scattering vector (, is the scattering angle), " is the 

volume fraction of the scatterers, V is their volume and $% is their difference in 

scattering length density (SLD) with respect to the solvent. '(!) is the scatterers’ form 

factor and *(!) is the structure factor accounting for inter-particle interactions, for which 

various analytical models are available. 

Combining SLS and SAXS curves, the overall scattered intensity could be adjusted by 

a combination (14) of a fractal model and two additional sticky hard sphere models (as 

described above in the MASLS section): 

 (!).0.13 =  (!)5617.13 8  (!)9.:7;<>?@A 8  (!)9.:7;<>?@& (14) 
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